“Burka is (the) single most reprehensible cause for
keeping Muslims backward … it is synonymous to
‘jahalat’ - ignorance and backwardness. The sooner
it is abolished, the better.”
~Khushwant Singh ~

CANADA
The
hijab/niqab/burka
Debate

On Bill 62 the Government has done right thing by
Barbara Kay
It is not Islamophobia that fuels Quebecers’ enthusiasm for the face cover
law (nobody today is, after all, clamouring for a hijab ban). Two aspects of
Quebec culture, which distinguish it from the ROC, can explain the support.
First, in Quebec, the social ideal is modeled on the French principle of the
full secularization of public life in the interest of “vivre ensemble” (living
together) with minimal friction. A level social playing field is therefore
privileged over the individual’s right to practice customs that impede social
reciprocity, which the niqab certainly does.
https://www.thepostmillennial.com/barbara-kay-bill-62-government-doneright-thing/

As a Muslim, I strongly support the right to ban the
veil
I was raised as an observant Muslim in a British family. Women, I was
taught, determine their own conduct — including their ‘veiling’. We’d cover
our hair only if we freely chose to do so. That’s why I’m baffled by the
notion that all good Muslim women should cover their hair or face. My
entire family are puzzled by it too, as are millions like us. Not until recent
years has the idea taken root that Muslim women are obliged by their faith
to wear a veil. It’s a sign, I think, not of assertive Islam, but of what
happens when Islamists are tolerated by a western culture that’s absurdly
anxious to avoid offence. This strange, unwitting collaboration between
liberals and extremists has been going on for years. But at last there are
signs that it is ending.
https://www.spectator.co.uk/2017/03/the-right-to-ban-the-veil-is-goodnews-for-everybody-including-muslims/

Natasha Fatah Points Out Face-Veils Are Banned In
Numerous Countries
Natasha Fatah – one of the best journalists in Canada – has done great
work bringing a sense of balance and reason to the discussion of Bill 62.
Rather than just repeat the tired old elitist messaging that calls any
assertion of values “racist,” Fatah uses facts to point out that there are
numerous countries and regions that ban face coverings. It’s a point that
has been left out of much of the discussion in Canada, yet it’s essential to
giving context to the efforts of Quebec, and the many people across our
country who agree with what Quebec is doing.
https://www.spencerfernando.com/2017/10/22/video-natasha-fatahpoints-face-veils-banned-numerous-countries/

NCCM Deeply Disappointed by Vote in Quebec
National Assembly
“Today’s decision by the Quebec National Assembly, coming as it does in
the lead-up to a provincial election campaign, boils down to ugly identity

politics. By tabling this discriminatory legislation, the Quebec government is
advancing a dangerous political agenda on the backs of minorities, while
pandering to bigoted populism instead of practising principled governance,”
says NCCM Executive Director Ihsaan Gardee. “This legislation is an
unjustified infringement of religious freedoms and it is contrary to the
values enshrined in the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms as well
as Quebec’s Charter of Human Rights and Freedoms,” adds Gardee.
https://www.nccm.ca/nccm-deeply-disappointed-by-vote-in-quebecnational-assembly-le-cnmc-est-profondement-decu-du-vote-a-lassembleenationale-du-quebec/

“It’s sad that my pretty black
hair’s going grey and it hasn’t
seen the wind, sun or rain yet.”
Banning the niqab is bigoted and sexist. Or is it?

Recently I talked with Roksana Nazneen, a Muslim from Bangladesh, who
escribes the growing embrace of the niqab in Quebec and elsewhere as an
enormously regressive trend. "It fights integration," she says. She argues
that guilt-ridden feminists just don't get it. They do not know what the
niqab means and they should not be fighting for the right of women to
self-oppress. And make no mistake: "The niqab means that men should not
hear your voice." What kind of Muslim community do we want 10 years
from now, she asks?
https://beta.theglobeandmail.com/opinion/banning-the-niqab-is-bigotedand-sexist-or-is-it/article36696047

Muslim group calls for burka ban
The Muslim Canadian Congress said the garments, which cover the face,
have no basis in Islam. The group's spokesperson, Farzana Hassan, said
the practice of wearing the burka and niqab is more rooted in Middle
Eastern culture than in religious teachings. She added that there is nothing
in the Qur'an that stipulates women must cover their faces. She said the
issue is one of public safety. "To cover your face is to conceal your
identity," she said. "If a government claims to uphold equality between
men and women, there is no reason for them to support a practice that
marginalizes women."
http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/muslim-group-calls-for-burka-ban1.863810

Quebec man accused of 'honour-based' assault on
daughter because she removed hijab in public
A Quebec man has been charged with allegedly assaulting his teenage
daughter over a year in what police are calling “honour-based” violence.
Gatineau police say the level of violence escalated once the man
discovered the girl was removing her hijab when she was away from the
family home. She decided to file a police complaint, which culminated in
an arrest Wednesday.
http://nationalpost.com/news/canada/quebec-man-accused-of-assaultingdaughter-for-removing-hijab

Is Canada Committing Cultural Suicide?
The wearing of the hijab and the burqa, the self-segregation into Muslimonly ghettos, and the appeasement of the elites serve to increase the
power of non-integrationist, fundamentalist Muslims, and to diminish the
strength of the moderates. I’m talking, of course, about genuine
moderates, not the stealth jihadists who pretend to be moderates while
transforming their communities into little Meccas. In this environment the

genuine moderate is on his own. He can’t look for support from his fellow
Muslims and he won’t get any from the larger society.
http://www.crisismagazine.com/2017/canada-committing-cultural-suicide

Canadian International Council warned about
speaker from National Council of Canadian Muslims
it featured at event
There are Muslims in Canada, such as Farzana Hassan, who wish to live in
peace, who do not accuse Canadians of “intolerance and fear,” who do not
slander truth-tellers who advocate for human rights, who do not harass
them and accuse them of “hate” for pointing out the truth about the
bigotry, intolerance, deception, and violence perpetrated against infidels in
the name of Islam; nor do they advocate for themselves a superior place in
society.
https://www.jihadwatch.org/2017/10/canadian-international-councilwarned-about-speaker-from-national-council-of-canadian-muslims-itfeatured-at-event

Muslim student in Canada posts hate screed, “Be
proud of this country? For what, over 400 years of
genocide?”
After conducting an investigation, Dalhousie’s vice-provost of student
affairs, Arig al Shaibah, concluded that Ms. Khan violated its code of
student conduct which prohibits “unwelcome or persistent conduct that the
student knows, or ought to know, would cause another person to feel
demeaned, intimidated or harassed.” “I see it as my right to express my
views publicly in whatever manner I choose within the limits of free
speech,” Ms. Khan wrote in her response to the university’s investigation….
https://www.jihadwatch.org/2017/10/muslim-student-in-canada-postshate-screed-be-proud-of-this-country-for-what-over-400-years-of-genocide

Motion M-103
Canada's Anti-Islamophobia Motion
Fear or anger toward radical Islam and Muslims are unlikely to be caused
by an "irrational hatred and fear of Islam," or "Islamophobia". They are,
however, likely to be triggered by global radical Islamic terrorist attacks
and more people becoming aware of the aggressive and intolerant nature
of many Quranic verses, of the Muslim Prophet's hadiths, of what Canadian
Muslim clerics are preaching and of radical Islam.
https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/11184/canada-anti-islamophobiamotion

M-103 committee hears calls for better data and a
definition of Islamophobia
The anti-Islamophobia motion M-103 touched off a firestorm of controversy
en route to its passage in March. Put forward by Liberal MP Iqra Khalid, it
asked the government to “recognize the need to quell the increasing public
climate of hate and fear.” Though it is not a law, critics have claimed it will
lead to the stifling of free speech by preventing people from criticizing
Islam. Better hate crime data, more training for law enforcement and a
clear definition of Islamophobia are some of the recommendations the
House of Commons heritage committee has heard most frequently as part
of its racism and religious discrimination study required by Motion 103.
http://nationalpost.com/news/politics/m-103-committee-hears-calls-forbetter-data-and-a-definition-of-islamophobia

Freedom of Speech
“If You Criticize Islam, You Will Suffer
Consequences” - Interview with Deborah Weiss
Editor’s Note: In this interview with Deborah Weiss from 2013, she
discusses UN Resolution 16/18, a resolution put forward by the
Organization of Islamic Cooperation that was adopted by the United
Nations. Resolution 16/18 is allegedly about “combating intolerance,
negative stereotyping and stigmatization of, and discrimination, incitement
to violence, and violence against persons based on religion or belief.” The
real goal of this resolution was to stifle criticism of Islam. Motion M-103
seems to be an attempt to implement Resolution 16/18 in Canada.

https://www.canadiancitizens.org/single-post/2017/10/24/If-You-CriticizeIslam-You-Will-Suffer-Consequences---Interview-with-Deborah-Weiss

Europe: Journalists Against Free Speech
Gone is all pretense that journalism is about reporting the facts. These are
the aims of a political actor. This political player, the EU, the biggest in
Europe, works openly at influencing the "free press" with its own political
agendas. One of these agendas is the issue of migration into Europe from
Africa and the Middle East. In his September State of the Union address,
the president of the EU Commission, Jean-Claude Juncker, made it clear
that whatever Europeans may think -- polls repeatedly show that the
majority of Europeans do not want any more migrants -- the EU has no
intention of putting a stop to migration. "
https://beta.theglobeandmail.com/opinion/words-fail-trudeau-in-responseto-quebecs-ban-on-face-coverings/article36673549

The EU Lectures Journalists about PC Reporting by
Bruce Bawer
"Sensationalist or overly simplistic reporting on migration," we read, "can
enflame existing societal prejudices" and thus "endanger migrants' safety."
Again, what counts as "sensationalist" or "overly simplistic"? That is not
spelled out, either. Nor, we are told, should we associate "terms such as
'Muslim' or 'Islam'... with particular acts," because to do that is to
"stigmatize." What exactly does this mean? That when a man shouts
"Allahu Akbar" after having gunned down, run over with a truck, or blown
to bits dozens of innocent pedestrians or concertgoers, we are supposed to
ignore that little detail?
https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/11210/europe-journalists-politicalcorrectness

PragerU Sues YouTube and Google over Alleged
Censorship of Conservatives

“The suit argues the site must use the ‘laws governing free speech,’ not its
own discretion, to make decisions about what to censor,” they reported,
adding that PragerU “alleges that by limiting access to some of its videos
without clear criteria YouTube is infringing on PragerU’s First Amendment
rights.” YouTube has repeatedly censored PragerU on their platform,
labeling political videos as “restricted” adult content and even removing a
video of “a Muslim man describing how he was raised to be anti-Semitic,”
branding the video as “hate speech.”
http://www.breitbart.com/tech/2017/10/24/prageru-sues-youtube-andgoogle-over-alleged-censorship-of-conservatives/

Immigration-Migration
Hungary fears Soros influence could force out
Orban, open doors to Muslim migrants
Viktor Orban has adamantly resisted the immigration policy of his European
neighbors, despite threats of legal action by the EU over quotas. Like
Hungary, Poland, the Czech Republic and Slovakia have also resisted the
mass intake of migrants. “George Soros would use his organisation, now
the second largest political activist charity in the world, to influence
Hungary’s 2018 general election” and “remove Prime Minister Viktor
Orbán’s Fidesz party from power, tear down the border fence, and
implement the “Soros Plan” to flood Europe with one million third-world
migrants annually”
https://www.jihadwatch.org/2017/10/hungary-fears-soros-influence-couldforce-out-orban-open-doors-to-muslim-migrants

'Muhammad' is the Future of Europe
During the next thirty years, the population of Africa is expected to
increase by one billion! No doubt, Africa's exploding population will try to
reach the shores of a wealthy, senile Europe, which is already undergoing
an internal demographic revolution. Europe, to retain its culture, will need
to make hard-headed decisions, not just amuse itself to death. The

question is: Will Europe protect its borders and civilization before it is
submerged?
https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/11095/europe-demographymuhammad

The Enemy
#SPLCExposed: Shared Goals Of Antifa And The
Southern Poverty Law Center
Antifa and the highly discredited Southern Poverty Law Center (SPLC) have
something in common. They both exist to silence viewpoints they deem
unacceptable. Not only does the SPLC leave out Antifa and Communist
groups from their so-called “Hate Map,” they use the violent Antifa

collective “It’s Going Down” as a source.

http://noisyroom.net/blog/2017/10/24/splcexposed-shared-goals-of-antifaand-the-southern-poverty-law-center

Around the World
Assyria
The Case for Assyrian Independence
In the rush to condemn the liberation of Iraq as a mistake, we forget the
terror that Saddam Hussein and his two sons inflicted on their people. A
visit to nearly every home in Iraqi will have a picture of one or more family
members among the nearly one million slaughtered by Saddam. For the
Assyrian Christians, the move toward the independence of Kurdistan is

their encouragement to move forward with their independence as well.
While the Arab part of Iraq is, like other Arab nations, an ongoing disaster,
at least the northern third of Iraq, comprising Assyria and Kurdistan, is on
its way to being another "shining city on a hill" in the Middle East -- an
example, a source of hope and blessing to an area with so little.
https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/11136/assyrian-independence

Czech Republic
"Czech Donald Trump" Wins Landslide Victory
The election outcome, the result of popular discontent with established
parties, is the latest in a recent wave of successes for European populists,
including in Austria and Germany. The populist ascendancy highlights a
shifting political landscape in Europe where runaway multiculturalism and
political correctness, combined with a massive influx of unassimilable
migrants from Africa, Asia and the Middle East, have given rise to a surge
in support for anti-establishment protest parties.
https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/11208/czech-election-babis-victory

Israel
The Iran-Hamas Plan to Destroy Israel
Hamas views the demand to disarm as part of an Israeli-American
"conspiracy" designed to eliminate the Palestinian "resistance" and thwart
the "reconciliation" accord with Abbas's Fatah. Hamas's refusal to disarm is
already threatening to spoil the "reconciliation." By aligning itself with Iran,
Hamas is also seeking to resist any demand that it abandon its ideology
and charter, which call for the destruction of Israel and oppose any peace
process between Israelis and Palestinians.
https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/11209/iran-hamas-destroy-israel

Myanmar

Rohingya Refugee Crisis: The Role of Islamist
Terrorists
Aided by foreign terrorist networks in Pakistan and support from Rohingya
exiles in Arab Gulf States, Myanmar's Islamists and their foreign backers
ultimately may want to establish a sharia state in Rakhine. Approximately
1.1 million Rohingya live in Rakhine, a coastal province in Myanmar
(Burma). The Muslim world's condemnation of Myanmar should give the
West pause before it joins in the widespread criticism of Myanmar. AlQaeda's call "upon all Mujahidin in Bangladesh, India, Pakistan, and the
Philippines to set out for Burma to help their Muslim brothers" is
accompanied with a threat that the Myanmar government "shall be
made to taste what our Muslim brothers have tasted.
https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/11213/myanmar-islamists-terrorists

Saudi Arabia
Saudi Arabia's Bogus Promise: Allowing Women to
Drive
Enabling women is still therefore in the hands of their male guardians and
many will probably not allow their women to drive -- for different reasons.
In the view of many, driving exposes women to "evil": to mix with men on
roads, gas stations, traffic police departments; women might abuse
freedom to drive and go out without guardian's supervision; wicked men
may cause harm to driving women, and so on. The real challenge King
Salman needs to face now is how to deal with calls for abolishing male
guardianship -- a far more urgent and significant reform that, after
calculating the risks and rewards, could well be indefinitely postponed.
https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/11178/saudi-women-driving

Sweden
Swedish politicians call for Army to be deployed to
No-Go Zones

“It is absolutely necessary to do something, because these gangs are like
cancerous tumours in our country, and it is urgent. My absolute belief is
that we, the nation of Sweden, must declare war on criminal gangs,”
Cederbratt said. “It is the responsibility of the state to maintain the law,
especially the police. In certain no-go zones, police have been brutally
attacked, some of which has even been caught on video. In Rinkeby, police
have been trying to build a new, more secure police station for months but
have been unable to find building contractors due to the danger of working
in the area.
https://www.jihadwatch.org/2017/10/swedish-politicians-call-for-army-tobe-deployed-to-no-go-zones

Trinidad and Tobago
Jihad Concerns in Caribbean
Westerners mulling a Caribbean cruise this holiday season may want to
slow the roll on buying those tickets. ISIS terrorists, it seems, may have
put the islands on its holiday hit list. Caribbean authorities are currently
taking steps to keep terrorists traveling back to Trinidad and Tobago from
touching down on island properties. When quizzed over the risk of jihadis
returning, Minister of National Security of Trinidad and Tobago at the
CARICOM replied: “It is not a matter of yes but when.”
https://pamelageller.com/2017/10/jihad-concerns-caribbean.html/

United Kingdom
UK's Hateful Hate-Crime Hub by Douglas Murray
Last week, Britain's Home Secretary Amber Rudd announced the creation
of a new national police hub to crack down on hate-crime and "trolling"
online. The unit -- which will apparently be run by specialist officers -- will
assess complaints and work out whether they amount to a crime or not.
They will also recommend removing material from online platforms if they - at the official hate-crime hub -- deem such material "hateful". The

problem is that "hate" is an ill-defined thing. What is hateful to one person
may not be hateful to another. What is hateful in one context may not be
hateful in another. Might there one day be people who will claim to find
material "hateful" when it is in fact merely material containing opinions
with which they do not agree?
https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/11207/britain-hate-crime-hub

United States
Honor Killing Victim Jessica Mokdad's Mother
Leaves Islam and Apologizes
My AFDI Jessica Mokdad Human Rights conference on April 29, 2012 in
Dearborn, Michigan was the first (and only) conference of its kind
dedicated to increasing awareness of honor killings and gendercide under
sharia. When we first called the conference, the only attention the media
paid to it at all was to give a platform to Jessica Mokdad's family,
which was angry that Jessica's name was being used and claiming that
Jessica's murder was not an Islamic honor killing. Jessica's father
threatened to sue me. But now Jessica's mother has contacted me to
confirm that it was indeed an honor killing and to thank me for standing for
her daughter.
http://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2017/10/honor_killing_victim_jes
sica_mokdads_mother_leaves_islam_and_apologizes.html

Other Articles
Cultural Marxism’s Indoctrination into Islam
through Opera
Romania joined the EU in 2007 and, as a member, it is required by EU
dictates to accept ever larger numbers of Islamic economic refugees as
immigrants. Having survived Ceausescu’s dictatorship and hundreds of
years of constant battles with the invading Ottoman Empire armies, some

Romanians see their membership in the EU as a “suicide pact.” Romania is
the first stop of migrants into Europe via the Black Sea from Turkey and
into Hungary, Slovakia, the Czech Republic, and Germany. For now, the
only roadblocks to full Islamization are Hungary and Poland. Unfortunately,
their objections will be neutralized by the careful injection of a few
thousand fertile Muslims in their midst, and the future threat from these
Polish and Hungarian Christians will be diffused.
http://canadafreepress.com/article/cultural-marxisms-indoctrination-intoislam-through-opera

Jihadis All Want One Thing – Sharia Imposed on
the World
Unanimously, all of the violent jihadi groups (Al Qaeda, the Islamic State,
Boko Haram, Abu Sayef, Al Shabaab, Hamas, Hizbollah…), the suit-wearing
jihadis of the Muslim Brotherhood, and the 57 Islamic members of the OIC
(Organisation of Islamic Cooperation) – the heads of state of all 56 Islamic
nations plus the Palestinian territories – clearly state they seek to impose
sharia (Islamic Law) on the earth. In other words, the Muslim Brotherhood
– ie the most prominent Islamic organizations in the United States – has
the same objective as Al Qaeda and the Islamic State. Interestingly, ISNA,
ICNA, and CAIR, are also the organizations leading/driving all “Interfaith
Outreach” in the United States. Sharia kills. Stop the Muslim Mafia.
https://www.understandingthethreat.com/jihadis-want-one-thing/

Why Moslems Cannot Assimilate Into Canada,
America, Europe and Western Countries
“Canadian leader Justin Trudeau is using Muslims, people who do not
understand Western values, and would have no interest in such values
even if they did understand them, as a means of asserting control over his
own compatriots, Canadians — Westerners. In that sense, Trudeau is
betraying his country.”
http://www.actforcanada.ca/why-moslems-cannot-assimilate-into-canadaamerica-europe-and-western-countries/

YouTubes
Pat Condell's Message to Offended Muslims
"Nobody cares about your feelings. We are all sick
and tired of hearing about your feelings"
Pat Condel claims Freedom of speech should not be limited by the feelings
of people. Freedom of speech is one of the most fundamental rights in
Western society, but politicians and liberal lawmakers are trying to
criminalize criticism of Islam to restrict freedom of expression.
https://freespeechtime.blogspot.ca/2017/10/pat-condells-message-tooffended.html

Thoughts on Quebec's Face-Covering Ban with Dr.
Gad Saad
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oJdrgCwMmE8

Interview with Ottawa Proud Boy on Toronto
confrontation with “Antifa” with Vlad Tepes
https://vladtepesblog.com/2017/10/28/interview-with-ottawa-proud-boyon-toronto-confrontation-with-antifa/

Video: Robert Spencer responds to Toronto Star
piece claiming imam didn’t call for killing of Jews
An imam in Toronto recently called for the killing of Jews; the Toronto Star
followed up with an extraordinary lengthy piece claiming he didn’t really
say it, or didn’t mean it, or both, and that anyone who thinks otherwise is a
right-wing “Islamophobe.” My full response is here.

Video: https://www.jihadwatch.org/2017/10/video-robert-spencer-

responds-to-toronto-star-piece-claiming-imam-didnt-call-for-killing-of-jews

Article:https://www.jihadwatch.org/2017/10/toronto-imam-prays-forthe-killing-of-the-jews-toronto-star-explains-he-didnt-really-mean-it

BOOK RECOMMENDATION

Bat Ye’or: “Robert Spencer incarnates intellectual
courage”
The renowned historian Bat Ye’or, author of The Decline of Eastern
Christianity Under Islam, Eurabia, and other great books, says this:

“Robert Spencer incarnates intellectual courage when, all over the
world, governments, intellectuals, churches, universities and
media crawl under a hegemonic Universal Caliphate’s New Order.
His achievement in the battle for the survival of free speech and
dignity of man will remain as a fundamental monument to the
love of, and the self-sacrifice for, liberty.”
https://www.jihadwatch.org/2017/10/bat-yeor-robert-spencer-incarnatesintellectual-courage
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